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NARRATIVE

• For this project, I thought a lot about the prompt of the human anatomy. I wanted to translate it in a literal 
sense, which explains my use of physical bulges of the shoulders and arms. What inspired the color palette 
of the dress was definitely Davinci’s notebook colors. The pages on his book looked coffee stained and 
initially I wanted to do the exact same however, I ended up using pure nude/pale fabric instead which I 
ended up liking much better. This was an overall rather difficult project for me because I did not quite carry 
out the vision I had in my head, the changes I went through was definitely a pinpoint of this whole making 
experience. Throughout the making of the dress, the process that helped me the most was definitely the 
experimental draping because it isn’t a technique that I always run to usually because I am a much more 
two-dimensional thinker. Even though I was not completely satisfied with the final product and that there
was much more that I can improve upon, when I put it on my model, I felt much more comfortable with the
look of the garment. My favorite part of the garment is definitely the last minute drape of the skirt, it was 
definitely the change that I needed. 



Initial research



Research on the Met Breuer exhibitions 
We were initially told to take inspiration from body anatomy exhibitions held in the Met 
Breuer. When I researched the objects within the exhibitions, I found myself immediately 
drawn towards sculptures that retained the original formation of the human body. I didn’t 
quite notice the pieces that drifted away from the human body as much. Therefore, that led 
me to focus on the true, undistorted anatomy of the human body, most noticeably, ligaments 
and muscle structure. I really wanted to break down the human body and truly dissect the 
biology and science of how humans were formed and made. Certain pieces like Yayoi 
Kusama’s Phallic Girl really caught my eye because she managed to highlight emotion without 
hyper-distorting the sculpture of the girl. I think that takes true thought and artistry. The 
theme of bubbles and protrusion ends up appearing more in my personal work as well.  



Initial sketches
These are some initial, quick sketches I 
developed from the first few pieces 
that I explored in the Met Breuer. I 
spotted a lot of contrast in texture, 
especially of fluidity vs rigidity, 
clustering vs dispersed. Texture was 
definitely an aspect that I paid a lot of 
attention to throughout the 
development and design of my final 
garment. Juxtaposition and contrast of 
texture was one of the main interest 
and focus for this final garment. I also
incorporated some aspects of collage 
and the use of tracing paper to test the 
depth of these sketches. I definitely 
found myself trying to mimic certain 
textures. 



This part of the research was done separately from the Met Breuer, I 
began tapping into artists that explore the body more abstractly but 
somehow found myself re-attracted to literal translations of the human 
figure. Specifically, Leonardo Davinci’s interpretations of the human body. 
I didn’t focus on a final piece that he did but instead, I was very intrigued 
by his sketchbook drawings of human figures and limbs and ligaments. His 
anatomical studies of the human shoulder was what began my interests. 
The fact that he conducted these realistic drawings in 1509, a time period 
where science was under-developed, is so fascinating to me. Davinci
dissected bodies in order to achieve these accurate representations of the
human body. I wanted to translate not only his accuracy but the process 
he used to achieve the final product in my design. 

These were my second set of rough sketches. The bubbly texture 
transformed into a texture that more so resembled veins. I definitely 
began forming a silhouette in this set of sketches compared to my 
first ones. 



I decided I wanted to extend my interest and studies of the bulges and lines of the 
human body so I conducted research on certain parts of the body that captured 
the beauty of muscles and creases and skin blemishes. 





FINAL DESIGN





DRAPING and SAMPLES 



Elastic sample that joins top and 
bottom of dress

Distress sample (did not end up 
using)

Invisible zipper sample



I initially wanted to do a distress texture on the neckline to 
resemble veins coming down from the neck. I also initially 
wanted to do smocking on the waist because i thought it 
was a nice contrast to the irregular bubble of the skirt. 
However, I ended up keeping the neckline simple by just 
raising it and also got rid of the bubble because there was 
enough happening on the arms so I ended up using loose 
drapery to highlight the bubble of the muscular sleeves. 







I draped the raise neckline because it was more effective 
than doing a separate collar and also it took less time. The
raised neckline ended up looking quite effective on the
garment and was quite easy to draft as a pattern and I 
achieved it by removing the darts and alleviating space. 



The arm was honestly a process to make, I had to cut two 
pieces of the armpiece and make one two inches bigger than 
the other and fill the inside with polyfills and stitch above it 
in random shapes that resembled. The most troublesome 
was the armhole length and making sure that joined to the 
bodice. The rouching of the armhole really helped the 
adjoinment to the bodice.
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